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Abstract The convergence of the fractional differ-

ence logistic map is studied in this paper. A compu-

tational technique based on the visualisation of the

algebraic complexity of transient processes is

employed for that purpose. It is demonstrated that

the dynamics of the fractional difference logistic map

is similar to the behaviour of the extended invertible

logistic map in the neighbourhood of unstable orbits.

This counter-intuitive result provides a new insight

into the transient processes of the fractional difference

logistic map.
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1 Introduction

The discrete logistic map has been extensively studied

since it was presented as one of the first examples of a

deterministic system exhibiting chaotic behaviour

[23]. Apart from being an interesting research object

by itself, the logistic map is attracting attention

because of its many possible applications in areas

such as population growth modelling, economics [4],

cryptography [17, 26], and random number generation

[16, 25, 28].

Fractional calculus, although it was already dis-

cussed by l’Hospital and Leibniz more than 300 years

ago, became a standard technique in the modelling of

various real-world systems only in the last few

decades [13]. Boosted by the evolution of computers

and computational methods, applications of differen-

tial equations with fractional derivatives for modelling

dynamical systems have expanded to the fields of

physics, biology, signal processing, engineering and

economics [30]. There is no unique definition of a

fractional derivative, and the main alternatives include

the definitions of Riemann–Liouville, Grünwald–Let-

nikov, Riesz [13], and Caputo [5].

As numerical solutions of fractional differential

equations require their discretisation, various discreti-

sation schemes have been proposed. Therefore a

variety of fractional versions of the discrete logistic

map exist, a few of which are obtained only using the

Caputo fractional derivative. For example, the frac-

tional logistic map (FLM) was first obtained by

Edelman [7, 9] as a special form of the fractional

universal map [12]. Wu and Baleanu [32] and later

Edelman [10] proposed fractional difference logistic

maps (FDLM) as solutions of versions of a fractional
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difference logistic equation. The difference between

the FLM and the FDLM is the use of the power

function for the in FLM instead of the falling factorial

function (which is asymptotically power function) in

FDLM [10].

The main objective of this paper is to explore the

convergence of the fractional difference logistic map

proposed in [10]. The presentation is structured as

follows. Definitions and preliminary results, necessary

for the further analysis, are introduced in Sect. 2.

Convergence properties of the classical logistic map

and the invertible extended logistic map are studied in

Sect. 3. Section 4 demonstrates the counterintuitive

similarity between the convergence patterns of the

invertible extended logistic map and the fractional

difference logistic map. The summary of the results

and concluding remarks are given in Sect. 5.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 The classical logistic map

The classical logistic map (made famous by May [23])

is a paradigmatic iterative chaotic map. The governing

iterative equation of the logistic map reads:

xkþ1 ¼ a xk ð1� xkÞ; k ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .; ð1Þ

where a is the control parameter (normally assumed as

0� a� 4) and the initial condition 0� x0 � 1.

Note, that the classical logistic map is non-invert-

ible, since (1) cannot be solved for xk uniquely:

xk ¼
1

2
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

a2 � 4 a xkþ1

p

2 a
: ð2Þ

2.2 The invertible extended logistic map

A discrete map xkþ1 ¼ f ðxkÞ is invertible, if xk can be

computed as

xk ¼ f�1ðxkþ1Þ; ð3Þ

where both f and f�1 are single-valued functions.

A one-dimensional non-invertible iterative map can

be transformed into an invertible iterative map by

increasing its dimension [21]. For example, adding a

second equation to the classical logistic map yields the

invertible extended logistic map [22]:

xkþ1 ¼ a xkð1� xkÞ þ yk;

ykþ1 ¼ b xk;

�

ð4Þ

where 0� a� 4, 0� b\a and k ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .;

xk ¼
ykþ1

b
;

yk ¼ xkþ1 �
a

b2
ykþ1ðb� ykþ1Þ:

8

>

<

>

:

ð5Þ

2.3 The fractional difference logistic map

The fractional difference logistic map studied in this

article was introduced in [10] and can be obtained as

the integral of the following fractional difference

equation:

CDm
0uðtÞ ¼ a u t þ m� 1ð Þ 1� uðt þ m� 1Þð Þ

� uðt þ m� 1Þ;
t 2 Ndþ1�m; 0\m� 1; 0\a\4; uðdÞ ¼ u0;

ð6Þ

where Nd ¼ fd; d þ 1; d þ 2; . . .g with d 2 R fixed,

and CDm
d is the left Caputo-like delta difference [1],

which, for m[ 0, m� 1\m\m, m 2 N and

t 2 Ndþm�m, is defined as

CDm
duðtÞ ¼

1

Cðm� mÞ
X

t�ðm�mÞ

s¼d

ðt � s� 1Þðm�m�1ÞDmuðsÞ;

ð7Þ

with a summation index s 2 Nd, the falling factorial

tðmÞ ¼ Cðt þ 1Þ
Cðt þ 1� mÞ ð8Þ

and the mth-order forward difference operator

DmuðsÞ ¼
X

m

k¼0

m

k

� �

ð�1Þm�k uðsþ kÞ: ð9Þ

If m ¼ m 2 N, then [1, 24]

CDm
duðtÞ ¼ DmuðtÞ: ð10Þ

Note that, when m ¼ 1, as is the case in (6),

DmuðtÞ ¼ DuðtÞ ¼ uðt þ 1Þ � uðtÞ: ð11Þ

Using the results of [2, 6], for d ¼ 0, the discrete

integral form of (6) is obtained as
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uðtÞ ¼ u0 þ
1

CðmÞ
X

t�m

s¼1�m

ðt � s� 1Þðm�1Þ

� ða uðsþ m� 1Þ ð1� uðsþ m� 1ÞÞ
� uðsþ m� 1ÞÞ; t 2 N;

ð12Þ

and its corresponding numerical formula for xk ¼ uðtÞ,
k 2 N0 can then be presented as

xk ¼ x0 þ
1

CðmÞ
X

k

j¼1

Cðk � jþ mÞ
Cðk � jþ 1Þ

� a xj�1 ð1� xj�1Þ � xk�j

� �

:

ð13Þ

Using the property Cðzþ 1Þ ¼ zCðzÞ, z 2 Z, of the

Gamma function, the map (13) can be rewritten in a

form, which is more convenient for numerical

computations:

xk ¼ x0 þ
X

k

j¼1

Gj�1 a xk�j ð1� xk�jÞ � xk�j

� �

: ð14Þ

where

G0 ¼ 1; Gj ¼ 1� 1� m
j

� �

Gj�1: ð15Þ

By setting the parameter m to 1, (14) gets reduced to the
canonical form (1) of the classical logistic map.

Another similar fractional map, derived in an analo-

gous way and corresponding to a non-canonical form

of the classical logistic map, was proposed in [32] (see

also [27]).

In contrast to the classical logistic map (1), the

present state xk in the fractional map (14) depends on

all the past states x0, x1, . . .; xk�1. In other words, the

memory horizon for the fractional difference logistic

map is the whole transient process, i.e. (14) is a long-

term memory map. Clearly, the fractional difference

logistic map is a non-invertible discrete map.

2.4 The algorithm for the estimation

of the algebraic complexity of a sequence

Let us consider a sequence of real numbers xkð Þþ1
k¼0.

The Hankel transform of xkð Þþ1
k¼0 produces a sequence

hkð Þþ1
k¼0, where hk ¼ det Hkð Þ and Hk is a ðk þ 1Þ-order

catalecticant Hankel matrix:

Hk ¼

x0 x1 . . . xk

x1 x2 . . . xkþ1

..

. ..
. . .

. ..
.

xk xkþ1 . . . x2k

2

6

6

6

6

4

3

7

7

7

7

5

: ð16Þ

If there exists such m� 1 that hm 6¼ 0, but hj ¼ 0 for

all j[m, then xkð Þþ1
k¼0 is a linear recurrence sequence

(LRS) and its order is m [18].

However, all real-world sequences (including

sequences generated by iterative maps) are contami-

nated with noise (due to computational errors or the

external noise). Therefore, the order of a real-word

sequence is infinite (otherwise it would be possible to

reconstruct the mathematical model of noise).

The concept and the computational technique for

computing the H-rank of a sequence (even if this

sequence is not a LRS) is presented in [19]. The H-

rank is defined as the number of squared singular

values of the Hankel matrixHk larger than themachine

epsilon [19] (a singular value ofHk is a square root of a

nonnegative eigenvalue of HT
k Hk). The H-rank of a

sequence is equal to the order of that sequence if and

only if this sequence is a LRS [19]. However, it is

shown in [19] that the H-rank can serve as a

convenient computational tool for the assessment of

the algebraic complexity of real-world sequences.

The machine epsilon is set to 10�10, and the

dimension of the Hankel matrix Hk is set to 50 in this

work. Therefore, if the order of a sequence is greater

than 50 or does not exist, the H-rank of that sequence is

assigned to 50.

3 Convergence properties of the two classical

logistic maps

3.1 Convergence of the classical logistic map

The bifurcation diagram and the plot of H-ranks for the

classical logistic map (1) are depicted in Fig. 1.

The bifurcation diagram of the classical logistic

map is constructed by setting the initial condition x0 to

0.5. The transient processes are eliminated by omitting

the first 300 steps; 200 steps ðx301; . . .; x500Þ are used to
plot the diagram (Fig. 1b).

The plot of H-ranks (Fig. 1a) is constructed without

the elimination of the transient processes [20]. The

initial condition is not fixed—every point in the plot of
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H-ranks corresponds to a separate transient process in

the parameter plane ða; x0Þ, where x0 varies from 0.01

to 1 by a step of 0.001, and a varies from 0 to 4.

Three different types of transient processes of the

classical logistic map (asymptotic convergence to a

stable orbit, non-asymptotic convergence to the

stable orbit and non-asymptotic convergence to the

unstable orbit) are illustrated in Fig. 2 at a ¼ 3:3 (at

this value of parameter a the period-1 orbit is

unstable and the period-2 orbit is stable).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1 The plot of H-ranks for the classical logistic map is

shown in a; each point corresponds to a separate transient

process started from the initial condition x0 and the parameter

value a. The bifurcation diagram of the standard logistic map is

shown in b. Note that the a-axis in both parts is logarithmic for

better visualisation

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2 The classical logistic map can converge in three different

ways at a ¼ 3:3. Plots on the right column show transient

processes started from different initial conditions x0. Plots on the
left column depict the first four discrete points of the transient

processes on top of the plots of H-ranks. Asymptotic

convergence to the stable period-2 orbit is shown in a. Non-
asymptotic convergence to the stable period-2 orbit is shown in

b. Non-asymptotic convergence to the unstable period-1 orbit is

shown in c
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Figure 2a shows asymptotic convergence to the

stable period-2 orbit. The first three points of the

transient process are depicted in the left colour plot.

Note that the parameter a is constantly fixed to 3.3

during all computational experiments with the classi-

cal logistic map.

It is shown in [29] that the plot of H-ranks reveals

the manifolds of non-asymptotic convergence (NAC

manifolds) for the classical logistic map. Non-asymp-

totic convergence to the stable period-2 orbit and non-

asymptotic convergence to the unstable period-1 orbit

is illustrated in Fig. 2b, c. The initial condition is

selected on the NAC manifold of the stable period-2

orbit in Fig. 2b and on the NAC manifold of the

unstable period-1 orbit in Fig. 2c.

The pattern of H-ranks is zoomed and marked

(Fig. 3) in order to clarify the selection of initial

conditions in Fig. 2b, c. The symbol U in Fig. 3

denotes the unstable period-1 orbit (the orbit becomes

unstable at a[ 3). Symbols S denote the stable pe-

riod-2 orbit. NAC-U denotes the NAC manifold of the

unstable period-1 orbit. Numbers at NAC-U show how

many time-forward steps are required for reaching the

unstable period-1 orbit. Analogously, NAC-S denotes

the NAC manifold of the stable period-2 orbit. The

observation window in Fig. 3 is limited to accommo-

date only two time-backward steps for clarity.

The initial condition in Fig.2b is selected on NAC-

S-2 (Fig. 3). The initial condition x0 ¼ 0:9401 corre-

sponds to a local minimum around the upper dark band

of H-ranks (Fig. 3) and results into a non-asymptotic

convergence to the stable period-2 orbit in two

forward steps (Fig. 2b). Analogously, the initial

condition in Fig. 2c is selected on NAC-U-2

(Fig. 3). The value x0 ¼ 0:9077 corresponds to a local

maximum around the bright band of H-ranks (Fig. 3)

and results into a non-asymptotic convergence to the

unstable period-1 orbit in two forward steps (Fig. 2c).

All computations in Fig. 2 are performed at a ¼ 3:3.

The situation becomes more complex after the

second period doubling bifurcation. Then the plot of

H-ranks reveals the following intertwined NAC man-

ifolds: the NAC manifold of the unstable period-1

orbit, the NACmanifold of the unstable period-2 orbit,

and the NAC manifold of the stable period-4 orbit

(Fig. 1a). The situation becomes even more complex

as the logistic map goes through the cascade of period

doubling bifurcations (Fig. 1a).

3.2 Convergence of the invertible extended

logistic map

The convergence of the invertible extended logistic

map (4) is completely different from the convergence of

the classical logistic map. This is predetermined by the

nature of the discrete map—non-asymptotic conver-

gence cannot exist in invertible maps, as shown in [20].

The plot of H-ranks and the bifurcation diagram of

the invertible extended logistic map are shown in

Fig. 4. Note that only the scalar sequences of fxkg;
k ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . are used to visualise the plot of H-ranks

and the bifurcation diagram. The parameter b is fixed

to 0.1 and the initial value of y0 is fixed to 0.01 for all

computational experiments with the invertible

extended logistic map.

Of course, the plots of H-ranks for the standard

logistic map and the invertible extended logistic map

are different. However, some similarities between

these two plots do exist. The repetitive patterns of red-

yellow bands in the plot of H-ranks (for an invertible

bouncer system) are denoted as a pseudo-stable struc-

ture in [20]. This pseudo-stable structure in Fig. 4a

looks similar to the manifold of non-asymptotic

convergence (compare to Fig. 1a, which also has a

Fig. 3 The plot of H-ranks reveals the NAC manifolds. The

symbol U denotes the unstable period-1 orbit (it becomes

unstable at a[ 3). Symbols S denote the stable period-2 orbit.

NAC-U denotes the NAC manifold of the unstable period-1

orbit. Numbers at NAC-U show how many time-forward steps

are required for reaching the unstable period-1 orbit. Analo-

gously, NAC-S denotes the NACmanifold of the stable period-2

orbit
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repetitive pattern of red-yellow bands)—but such

convergence cannot exist in the invertible extended

logistic map!

It appears that the pseudo-stable structure of bands

in the H-rank plot in Fig. 4a does represent the

manifold of initial conditions which can be used to

temporarily stabilise unstable orbits [20]. Computa-

tional illustrations in Fig. 5 are used to visualise this

nonlinear effect in the invertible extended logistic map

at a ¼ 3 (b and y0 remain fixed to 0.1 and 0.01

accordingly).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4 The plot of H-ranks (a) and the bifurcation diagram (b)
for the invertible extended logistic map. The parameter b is fixed

to 0.1; the initial condition y0 is fixed to 0.01. The scale of the a-
axis in both parts is logarithmic for the clarity of presentation

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5 Asymptotic convergence of the sequence fxkg, k ¼
0; 1; 2; . . . to the stable period-2 orbit of the invertible extended

logistic map at a ¼ 3; b ¼ 0:1; y0 ¼ 0:01. Plots on the right

column show the xk values of the two-dimensional transient

processes started from different initial conditions x0, with the

first few points numbered. The middle column shows the same

numbered points in the y–x plane: a trajectory started from the

point 2 will only go to point 3, if both coordinates, x2 and y2, will

be used as the initial point. Plots on the left column depict the

first xk values of the transient processes on top of the plots of H-
ranks of the sequence fxkg. The transient process converging

directly to the stable period-2 orbit is shown in a. Temporary

stabilisation of the unstable period-1 orbit and subsequent

asymptotic convergence to the stable period-2 orbit is shown in

b. b Illustrates the fact that a non-asymptotic convergence does

not exist in invertible maps
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A stable period-2 orbit and an unstable period-1

orbit do exist in the invertible extended logistic map at

a ¼ 3 and b ¼ 0:1 [22]. Asymptotic convergence to

the stable period-2 orbit is illustrated in Fig. 5a. The

convergence rate to the stable period-2 orbit can be

higher or lower—that is represented by different

colours in the plot of H-ranks. However, in contrast to

the classical logistic map, the convergence to the

stable period-2 orbit cannot be non-asymptotic.

The nature of the pseudo-stable structure in Fig. 4a

is illustrated in Fig. 5b. The initial condition x0 is set

exactly on one of the bands in the plot of H-ranks

(Fig. 5b; y0 remains fixed to 0.01). It seems like the

system is trying to converge non-asymptotically to the

unstable period-1 orbit (Fig. 5b). However, non-

asymptotic convergence is forbidden in invertible

maps. Sooner or later the transient process converges

asymptotically to the stable period-2 orbit (Fig. 5b).

Such an effect is named as temporary stabilisation of

unstable orbits in invertible maps [20].

Note that analytical techniques cannot be used to

identify the bands in the plot of H-ranks for the

invertible extended logistic map. This is a purely

computational exercise—which is in a stark contrast to

the classical logistic map where the centres of the

bands in the plot of H-ranks can be simply determined

by backward iterations from the unstable orbits [29].

4 Convergence of the fractional difference logistic

map

The fixed points of fractional difference logistic map

(14) for all m are the same as those of the classical

logistic map: x ¼ 0 and x ¼ a�1
a . The bifurcation

diagram is also independent of x0, as long as x0 is not a

fixed point (though the memory horizon of any

transient trajectory reaches x0). However, as shown

in [8] for Caputo standard maps, the whole diagram

can shift right or left along the a axis depending on the

number of values skipped at the beginning of the

sequence for plotting the diagram. The same proce-

dure as described in Sect. 3.2 is used for plotting the

bifurcation diagram of the fractional difference logis-

tic map.

Such a diagram for m ¼ 0:8 is shown in Fig. 6b. It

appears that for smaller values of a, the transient

processes generated by the fractional difference

logistic map converge to the fixed point x ¼ a�1
a .

Then, after the first period doubling bifurcation at

a � 2:7, a period-2 orbit is born. The second period

doubling bifurcation occurs at a � 3:3. Further

increase in a yields a cascade of period-doubling

bifurcations resulting into chaotic orbits (Fig. 6b).

The map of H-ranks for the fractional difference

logistic map is shown in Fig. 6a. The values of a are

varied from 0 to 3.8; the initial condition x0 – from 0 to

1 and m is fixed to 0.8. The transient sequences fxkg,
k ¼ 0; 1; . . .; 100 are constructed for each pair of

ða; x0Þ. The upper limit of the rank of the sequence (set

to 50) blocks the region of the parameter plane where

the transient processes become chaotic (Fig. 6a).

However, a repetitive pattern of red-yellow bands in

the H-ranks plot is visible right after the first period

doubling bifurcation (Fig. 6a).

In order to explore this pattern of H-ranks we set a

to 3 (m remains fixed to 0.8) and plot transient

processes from different initial conditions (Fig. 7).

As there are only two (unstable) fixed points, any

trajectory, that is not a fixed point, is approaching the

stable asymptotically period-2 orbit at a ¼ 3. Note that

only asymptotically periodic solutions (if period is

greater than one) exist in fractional and fractional

difference systems [3, 14, 15, 31, 33].

Clearly, one should not expect the existence of non-

asymptotic convergence to the period-2 orbit (around

a ¼ 3). Computational experiments (Figs. 7, 8) show

that transient processes started from the centres of the

pattern-forming bands in the plot of H-ranks (at a ¼ 3

in Fig. 6) approach the unstable period-1 orbit in a few

time forward steps. Then these transient processes

gradually evolve into a period-2 orbit (Fig. 8). As

mentioned previously, this is not a non-asymptotic

convergence to an unstable period-1 orbit. Trajecto-

ries, when a bifurcation or a cascade of bifurcations

occurs not as a result of a change in a system’s

parameter, but on a single attracting trajectory during

its time evolution, were noticed and explored in

fractional maps before [7]. However, this process

strikingly reminds the transient process exhibited by

the inverted extended logistic map (Fig. 5b). That is a

completely unexpected result.

Another astonishing fact is that the number of bands

in Fig. 6a at a ¼ 3 is countable but infinite. From the

first glance, this seems a natural feature—the inter-

section of the stable and the unstable manifolds in the
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7 Convergence of the fractional difference logistic map at

a ¼ 3 and m ¼ 0:8. Asymptotic convergence to the stable asymp-

totically period-2 orbit is shown in a. Temporary stabilisation of

the unstable period-1 orbit and eventual asymptotic conver-

gence to the period-2 orbit is shown in b. Initial conditions are
marked on the plots of H-ranks in the left columns of a and b

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6 The plot of H-ranks (a) and the bifurcation diagram (b) of the fractional difference logistic map at m ¼ 0:8. The scale of the a axis
is chosen to be logarithmic in both parts for clarity. The maximum rank of a transient sequence is set to 50
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classical logistic map gives rise to an infinite manifold

of non-asymptotic convergence [20]. However, the

structure of the fractional difference logistic map is

completely different from the classical logistic map.

Nevertheless, Fig. 9 provides a computational evi-

dence that the number of bands (and the number of

initial conditions temporary stabilising the unstable pe-

riod-1 orbit) is infinite.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 8 Temporary stabilisation of the unstable period-1 orbit in the fractional difference logistic map at a ¼ 3 and m ¼ 0:8. Initial
conditions in a–d are selected on the consecutive bands in the plot of H-ranks

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 9 The number of bands in the plot of H-ranks for the fractional difference logistic map is countable but infinite. Parameter m is set
to 0.8; parameter a is varied in the interval [2.8, 3.3]. Note that the range of the vertical axis is zoomed in a–d
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5 Conclusions

The convergence of the fractional difference logistic

map is explored in this paper. It is demonstrated that

the fractional difference logistic map possesses inter-

esting and counterintuitive features. In agreement with

[7], it is shown that memory effects in fractional

discrete systems do not eliminate the possibility of the

temporary stabilisation of unstable orbits (cascade of

bifurcations type trajectories). Algorithms capable to

determine the algebraic complexity of transient pro-

cesses are used to construct the plot of H-ranks for the

fractional difference logistic map.

This ability to temporarily stabilise unstable orbits

in discrete maps with memory effects opens a new

range of possible applications. One of the potential

applications could be in the area of digital information

coding and communication. An unstable orbit (not

necessarily the period-1 orbit) could be temporarily

stabilised—and an eavesdropper could be fooled about

the communication protocol. Then, the transient

process will evolve to a higher period orbit—and the

communication process could be started after a certain

delay in time. The parameters of the communication

algorithm do not need to be changed in the process.

Another possible application of the presented

results is an effective determination of initial condi-

tions leading to CBTT trajectories, which have already

been used for modelling of lifespans of living species

[11]. These applications remain as possible objectives

for future studies.
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